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complicated. There is
absolutely no need
for the layers you

have created. I see
both 64bit and 32bit

versions of your
original. At a

minimum, you need
only one of the two.

Most of your files
include unnecessary
extras. You just need
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the original movie
and the packaging

with the serial
number. The extra

DVD's you are
adding just make

your copying process
much, much longer. I
found that 16 layers

made it take well
over 30 minutes.

NetLimiter was able
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to strip the
unnecessary files

and folders from the
DVD within a few

seconds. Open the
DVD you are copying

to My Computer.
Right click on the

DVD icon and choose
Copy from the
context menu.

Choose the folder
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location where you
want the ripped

version of the DVD to
be stored. NetLimiter
will analyze the DVD.
It will tell you what
files to keep, what

files to replace, and
what files it will

delete. Open the
DVD folder and

select all files, and
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then hit delete. Copy
the original version
of the files back into

the DVD folder.
NetLimiter may be
able to make these

files as small as
possible. If it does
not, you can move

all the files to a
separate partition on
the hard drive and
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copy them over one
by one. Or, you could
keep the extra parts
you want. It's your

call. How to sell your
home, or… Thinking
about selling your

home? Are you
thinking about the

word, ‘sell’…perhaps
a little like this: ‘Sell’
might conjure up the
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vision of a particular
home, a home that is
in a particular price
bracket and is in the
right area for you.
Now, imagine that
you haven’t found
that perfect home
and you are going
back to looking for
one. Imagine that
you haven’t found
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that perfect home
and you have in fact

stopped looking.
How do you get to

that point? Well, it is
somewhat like that.

You have to stop
looking. Until you are
ready to start again,

you have to stop
looking. Even though
you are selling your
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home, this means
that you have to stop
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